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THE HUNTEDThe idea sounded like such fun to Susan Benning. Camping on the pristine mountains of
Idaho with her old high school gang right after their thirty-year reunion. Even the kids were looking forward
to it. But something felt wrong the deeper they traveled into the woods. Something was watching them from
behind the thick undergrowth.

Waiting . . .
 
THE HUNTERS
Their race had lived among the Great Trees in peace for centuries. The “others” came to kill animals with
strange weapons and poison their sacred waters with the things they carelessly left behind. But they would
soon learn to stay away. The Old Hunger would teach them.

Especially the little ones.
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From Reader Review Watchers In The Woods for online ebook

martin benfield says

Highly Entertaining

A thought-provoking gallop of a tale by a master writer. It doesn't get much better than this book. I loved it
!!!!

Reeda Booke says

This was, by far, my favorite of all of Mr. Johnstone's work that I have read so far.
It involves a CIA operative who is retiring, but given one last mission to find out about some murders going
on in Idaho wilderness that could be the work of a racist group operating out of the area. As he has friends
who are going there for a camping trip as a sort of school reunion, he takes the case and stumbles onto a
primitive tribe.
So it has a cryptozoological element, which I love, and backward country racists, the government, stupid
reporters, and beings that have been around in secret for hundreds of years, but hiding in plain site. I thought
the story was very well done.
This one was a fun and very enjoyable read for me and I definitely recommend it.

NanaJ says

I liked it at first but it got really weird...I did finish it but basically skimmed it at the end. Not a bad
book...just not my kind of book

Kirstin says

So, I judged a book by its cover. My bad.

Joanne says

This book has it all...CIA, werewolves (sort of), sasquatch, white supremacists, a lost tribe, old high school
buddies...and not in a good way. Parts of the book were interesting and flowed while other parts did not.

Rebecca McNutt says

Not bad, but it's nothing special, either. It drags on in many chapters and gets incredibly boring. If you



haven't read it, you aren't missing much - but Zebra Publishing published a separate book I highly
recommend:

Karel says

Unusual Story

This is the first book I've read by William Johnstone. It was well written and had a fascinating premise. I
don't usually read horror stories but I just admit I enjoyed this one.

Kari

OutlawPoet says

This was the latest read in my exploration of William Johnstone's horror fiction.

When you start reading the book, it feels very different from the usual Johnstone horror fests. Instead of the
small town where evil lurks, you get a group of old friends going camping in the woods for a reunion. One of
their companions works for the government and is along with them for his own reasons - reasons that soon
become violently clear.

But fear not, parts of the Johnstone formula are still there. Our main character is very much a warrior. He's
man willing to kill when necessary, but who also respects life. He respects nature immensely and is sick and
tired of big government and their manipulations - even when he's got to work for them.

Also in line with the formula, you've got people who need to choose sides between what's inherently right
and wrong.

What's missing? Satan.

If you're familiar with Johnstone's horror, you're used to getting an epic battle of good and evil, with God and
Satan playing pretty active roles. This is more the horror that man can do when it comes to the environment,
other species, and government interference.

I did really enjoy this one. It's a departure, but it's got a lot of depth, political statements which were
surprising from such a conservative source (this book definitely reminds you that conservatives aren't cookie
cutter, just as liberals aren't), and it's still a gory, scary read!

Kevin Lee Musgrave says

A ten all the way, one of the most action packed,edge of my seat books I've ever read!



The action in this book was nonstop from the first chapter to the last.
This book puts a whole new perspective on the way we look into the world of cryptids and the possibility of
what is out there!
I would highly recommend this book to anyone with a passion for the unknown.

David William says

Possibly the worst book ever written. Certainly among the worst I've ever read. There's too much wrong with
it to go into detail: suffice to say that whatever you can think of - characterization, plot, writing style - it's
crap in this book. On the up side, it's a wonderful resource for writers who want to learn how not to write
well.

lillian hughes says

Will the savages prevail ?

This is a wonderful series very suspenseful. You cant put it down,it is a real page turner and will keep you
guessing untill the end.

Mel says

This book had quite a few action scenes. It was also somewhat suspenseful.
But the characters were not developed, and meh.
I'm wouldn't would recommend. But I wouldn't discourage someone from reading it either.
The creature themselves should have a book.
2.5 stars

Christopher Patterson says

This book is a cross between, mens/military adventure, anti-establishment, with anthropological fiction and a
little bit environmental conservatism. My absolute favorite book of all time, I have read this book so many
times I have had to buy new copies 3 times, due to wear and tear.

Cathy Gudger says

This was a great novel. It had a good depth to it. I loved the story line. it was very easy to read and flowed
along to a satisfying ending... A must read. My favorite by this writer.



Sharon says

Scary

Reading this book almost caused me a heart attack. I was driving down a backroad, thinking about this book.
Something was along side the road. The darn phone in car rang thru the radio. Scared me bad. Lol

I didn't want to put this book down. I had to know what was going to happen next. I will never look at the
backwoods the same.

If you get that itchy feeling of being watched. Take heed and leave.


